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Readers Strike Puts Publishers, Newspapers
Out of Business By Joe Polorio
NEW YORK-After several weeks of
picketing, the readers strike has
brought the publishing and print
media industries to a halt. Readers all
around the globe have "stopped reading altogether and indefinitely" until
their demands are met.
"Readers nowadays are no
easy crowd to please," said Professor
of Literature at Cornell, Dr. Walt
Vandelay. "They want everything to
be just so, and I'm afraid that's just not
the way it is."
Readers have different reaThe Gordon family (left) used to be avid readers, but now because of the strike have turned to
sons for striking. Some say that too
TV. Many unread newspapers that have piled up over the last few weeks (right). AP PHOTO
many of their favorite authors sold
pieces that are more accessible and
not to mention, "Bigger Font" and
out, while others say that reading got
require less thinking."
"More Italics."
to be "too much of a time-eater."
Among the fifteen
"These are not the same
"Readers have told the
demands made by Readers laid out in
readers that Shakespeare had," says
publishing companies what they
a documentary are that they want,
Vandelay. "It is truly difficult to admit
want," said Tribune Co. President
this, but tastes have changed."
"Shorter Words" and "Better Plots,"
Howard Lungston. "They want shorter

School Chest Continues
Through June
DEERFIELD-IL - With a disappointing total of roughly $80,000, School
Chest passed legislation on Monday to
continue raising funds through the '08
school year. Winter Break was not
easy for the School Chest members.
There were many tears and temper
tantrums for not living up to last year's
expectations. "I just can't believe it,"
said one disappointed member.
"Everyone knows that it takes at least
$130,000 to make a difference."
Rest assured that the next five
months or so will be filled with more
of that School Chest spirit. Within
about five months, mathematicians
estimate that School Chest will have
raised $480,000 after it's all said and
done.

Santa Pulled Over for
Excessive Speeding
By Picov Andropov
CHICAGO, IL – St. Nicholas wasn’t
his jolly self this Christmas, as he
found himself the victim of a speed
trap. At about 3:30 a.m., Chicago
Police pulled over the red suited gift
giver near Lake Shore Dr. and Monroe.
“The owner of a 1245 red slay convertible, with landing gear attachment standard, was clocked at 1,498 mph and
arrested soon after. The suspect exceeded the speed limit by 1,468 mph.
According to Illinois state law, driving
at more than 20 mph over the speed
limit is a felony. His case will likely be
tried as a superfelony due to such

Scholastic Bowl Star
Found Pumping Fe2+

Santa, going at least 1000 over AP PHOTO

excessive speeds,” said one police
spokesperson in a press conference last
week.
There are other charges pending
against Mr. Clause. Trying to excuse
himself from the ticket, Santa told the
officer that he had “special gifts to
deliver.” The officer then searched the
slay for illicit material.
Many children were disappointed
at the lack of gifts under their tree.
Santa works from east to west (benefit
of time zones), so no gifts were delivered west of Chicago. One 7-year-old
boy from Los Angeles told The
Flipside, “It’s a good day to be
Jewish!”
As
for the reindeer,
they were
impounded.
Whether to a car
lot or animal
shelter is
unknown at this
hour. Perhaps
next year, Santa
can have his
elves install radar
detectors on his
dashboard.

ASK MR. MOTZKO
Dear Mr. Motzko,
One of my friends recently asked me
a somewhat troubling question. It was
a ‘would you rather’ question. It was
so astonishing, that after they asked
me, I passed out in a state of wild
confusion. “Would you rather go to
the moon with only a toothpick and a
Snapple or mooch your way through
Ancient Romania with only a bandanna and a Sprite?” How would you
have handled this?
Sincerely,
I Would Rather Not Relate the Rest of
This Story
Hello Dali!
Dude, shut off the gas because there’s
obviously a leak in your house.
Something has apparently gone and
befouled your stream of consciousness and now this Lorax is pounding
on your door. Is this some kind of
trick question akin to “Who is buried
in Grant’s Tomb?” because I’m here
to tell you that the estate of Cary
Grant was not amused at all with my
attempt to figure that one out. Some
people have no sense of wonder.
As it is currently 75% off the holiday
season and priced to move, I’m going
to go easy on you. While I give your
question a 3 for danceability, it gets
an 8 for originality. Usually the tired
inquiries that accumulate in my inbox
like so much literary guano are as
worn out as the grooves on my 1971
copy of Grand Funk Railroad’s “E
Pluribus Funk”. Have I become so
jaded in my ivory tower (which
already violates at least 14 Deerfield
zoning ordinances) that I no longer
remember that somewhere somebody
lies awake needing to know how
many pancakes it takes to shingle a
doghouse? Four, gentle reader,
assuming they have no bones.
So back to your original question; if I
had to go to the moon, it would be
lashed to the hood of a monkey-dung
brown ‘74 El Camino captained by
the ghost of Evel Knievel, his disembodied hand jamming a gearshift
made from the shrunken head of Bob
Saget.
Does anybody have the phone number for NASA? They owe me large.

“Ugh, today is the worst day ever.”
This was either Monday or Tuesday, arguably. This was probably said over fifteen hundred times while getting back into ‘school mode.’

NUMBERS

PICTURE THIS

The number of hours more of
homework that people have now
per week than they did during
winter break. This is almost an
infinite increase, percentage-wise, and when you look at
it that way, it is pretty rough.

REBUS PUZZLE:
Can you guess the common word or phrase portrayed below?

14
FACT

The daguerreotype is an early type of photograph,
developed by Louis Daguerre, in which the image is
exposed directly onto a mirror-polished surface of silver bearing a coating of silver halide particles deposited by iodine vapor.

LIE

The album Speakerboxxx/The Love Below by
Outkast, is actually military propaganda.

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE
WIN A FLIPSIDE T-SHIRT!

DIRECTIONS: This is a simple substitution code, each letter is replaced by a different letter.
The first person to solve the cryptogram correctly will win a Flipside t-shirt!
(first means first to see Jeremy Keeshin to redeem shirt)
that means, that if there is any of the first letter, replace it
LAST WEEK’S WINNER: Alyssa Novosad

HINT: V=Y

with the second letter, sorry about the mess-up last week

"GXF KWMF GXWKQ RUPAG UFWKQ R MFDFUCWGV WT GXRG LXFK VPA UPCF YFPYDF,
GXFV GXWKE WG'T GXFWC NRADG."- XFKCV EWTTWKQFC
last week: "FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE OUTNUMBER AVERAGE PEOPLE IN AMERICA. DOESN'T THAT MAKE OVERWEIGHT THE AVERAGE THEN? LAST MONTH YOU WERE FAT, NOW YOU'RE AVERAGE - HEY, LET'S GET A PIZZA!" - JAY LENO

SUDOKU Level: Pie

JUMBLE

DIRECTIONS: Unscramble these four
ordinary jumbles, and use the letters in
the circles to answer the final question.

ADROH

LEERB

DULOLY
how the rude arm
shunned his neighbor

SNORCS

A: WITH THE
last week: KNOLL FLICK PONDER HITHER what they said about the masseuse who liked
to have fun SHE WAS TICKLED PINK

